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Abstract

Two variables: pitch accent and boundary tone in Chinese intonation have been found by acoustical analysis and listening test of echo questions in read speech and yes-no questions in spontaneous speech.

Identification test is adopted to verify the acoustic manifestations of boundary tone, and to find out that the register of the ending-point (or the slope) of the F0 curve in boundary tone plays a more important role than the register of its starting-point in differentiating between question and statement and the identification function about question and statement is not categorical, but continuous.

It is advocated that features of boundary tone is “high ” and “low”. Pitch (F0) patterns of boundary tone in Standard Chinese is given. Whether tone-1, tone-2, tone-3, or tone-4, pitch pattern in the boundary tone with question keeps the citation form.

It is single-directionally and hierarchically that intonation acts upon on tones. In the pitch space of five-point values, intonation is represented mainly by register and range of the F0 curve, but tone is represented by its F0 contour.

1. Introduction

“Movement of pitch in Chinese speech also expresses attitudes, moods and implication, etc., and this part corresponds in part to intonation in English.” [1] Some scholars proposed that the difference between question and statement in Chinese is related to pitch range, F0 curves or 3 tunes of the utterance [2-3, 4-5, 6, 7, 8, 9]), but some other scholars held there is a terminal intonation [10, 11, 12, 13].

Intonation, as I will use the term, refers to the use of F0 and duration to convey sentence-level pragmatic meaning in a linguistically structured way. Chinese intonation which is represented only by F0 and duration is yes-no question without “ma0” and the corresponding statement. Chinese intonation has two variables: pitch accents and boundary tone. [14] In this paper, boundary tone will be studied mainly.

This paper is divided into 6 parts. Following part 1 of “introduction”, the acoustic manifestation of boundary tone is presented in part 2. In part 3, an identification test is adopted and its results are presented. In part 4, it is advocated that the way that intonation acts upon tone is single-directionally and hierarchically. In part 5, the pitch (F0) patterns of boundary tone in Standard Chinese is given and features of boundary tone to differentiate between question and statement in Chinese is proposed. Conclusion and future work are in the last part.

2. Acoustical manifestations of boundary tone

Boundary tone is found from echo questions in read speech and yes-no questions in spontaneous speech. For intonation phrase (hereafter IP), information about question or statement is carried by an overwhelming majority of the last one or two syllables without neutral tone in the final prosodic word (hereafter PW) of the IP, but there are some exceptions in which it is carried by the first syllable. Therefore, the tune carrying the information about question or statement is known as a boundary tone. The boundary tone in Chinese is represented by register of starting-point or/and the ending-point of its F0 curve (or the slope of its curve). The register of the starting-point of/and the ending-point of the F0 curve of tone-1, tone-2 and tone-4 in boundary tone of a IP with question is higher than that of the last syllable of IP with statement; in the F0 curve of boundary tone with tone-3 with question, there appears a rising part comparing to that of tone 3 in the last syllable with statement. [14]

3. Identification test about boundary tone

Two types of perceptual tests are required to study the speech categorical perception: an identification test and a discrimination test [15]. In this study, Identification test is adopted to verify the results of acoustic analysis and listening test, and to determine which is more important of the register or slope of the F0 curve in boundary tone. The discrimination test is not done in this study, because it has been found that the interrogative information of either echo question or yes-no question out of context has different degrees in acoustic study: strong question → weak question → either question or statement → non-terminal intonation → statement. [14]

3.1 Identification test of boundary tone in the IP “hai2you3fang2jian1” (there still is a room)

Figure 1.1 shows a series of F0 curves in the IP “hai2you3fang2jian1” in which only the register of F0 curve in the last syllable “jian1” (bay) is changed. In the series, there are 12 F0 curves. The series of F0 curves in the IP “hai2you3fang2jian1” is used to synthesize by Praat 39 to obtain a group of stimulus in identification test. Each of stimuli is repeated 8 times and then randomized. The group of stimulus is stored in computer. Listeners and procedure of identification test are the same as in the listening test in [14].
A series of F0 curve in the IP “hai2you3fang2jian1” in which only the register of F0 curve in the last syllable “jian1” (bay) is changed.

Figure 1.1: A series of F0 curves in the IP “hai2you3fang2jian1” in which only the register of F0 curve in the last syllable “jian1” (bay) is changed.

Figure 1.2 shows the identification function that the stimuli in Figure 1.1 are judged by force as questions (●—) or statements (■—) by 5 listeners. It can be seen in Figure 1.2 that different moods can be achieved by only changing the register of F0 curve in the last syllable “jian1” (bay) of “hai2you3fang2jian1” and the different moods are as follows: strong question → weak question → either question or statement → non-terminal intonation → statement. The definitions about the different moods are the same to that in the acoustic analysis [14].

3.2 Identification function of boundary tone in the IP “te4bie2zhong4yao4” (“particular important”)

When boundary tone is tone-4, difference between question and statement not only relies on the register of its F0 curve, but also on the slope. Therefore, there are two kinds of identification functions of boundary tone in the IP “te4bie2zhong4yao4”. One is that only the register of its F0 curve is changed, and the other is that only the slope of its F0 curve is changed.

3.2.1 Identification function of boundary tone in IP “te4bie2zhong4yao4” in which only the register of the F0 curve in its last syllable is changed.

A series of 7 F0 curves in IP “te4bie2zhong4yao4” obtained by only changing the register of the F0 curve of its last syllable is showed in Figure 2.1 (Figure 2.1 is omitted). Figure 2.2 shows the identification function that the stimuli in Figure 2.1 are judged by force as questions (●—) or statements (■—) by 5 listeners. It can be seen in Figure 2.2 that different moods can be obtained by only changing the register of F0 curve in the last syllable “yao4” of “te4bie2zhong4yao4” with the exception of strong question. Since maximum percentage of the series of the F0 curves that is judged as interrogative mood was only 79% and 74%, they are weak question according to the definition. If the register of the F0 curve are still raised, sound quality of the stimulus will be destroyed.

3.2.2 Identification function of boundary tone in the IP “te4bie2zhong4yao4” in which only the slope of the F0 curve in its last syllable is changed.

Figure 3.1 shows a series of 12 F0 curves in the IP “te4bie2zhong4yao4” in which only the slope of the F0 curve of its last syllable is changed.

Figure 3.2 shows the identification function that the stimuli in Figure 3.1 are judged by force as question or statement by 5 listeners. It can be seen in Figure 3.2 that different moods can be obtained by only changing the slope of F0 curve in the last syllable “yao4” (important) of “te4bie2zhong4yao4”, and the different moods are strong question → weak question → either question or statement → non-terminal intonation → statement.
3.1 are judged by force as question or statement by 5 listeners.

3.3 The results in identification test

It is found in the identification function that different moods can be acquired by only changing the register or slope of the F0 curve in a boundary tone; the slope of the F0 curve in a boundary tone takes more important role than the register of its F0 curve, this result is obtained by comparing the difference between figures 3.2 and 2.2. The identification function between question and statement is not categorical, but continuous.

4. The relation between tone and intonation

It is advocate [16] that there are two variables in Chinese intonation: pitch accent and boundary tone. Boundary tone conveys the information of mood in an IP including the declarative mood, the interrogative mood, the imperative mood, or the exclamatory mood. Pitch accent conveys the information of focus that is represented by prominence in an IP indicating which part is more important in linguistic content than others. Pitch accent is hierarchical: pitch accent in a PW, pitch accent in a PH and pitch accent in a IP. PW is a time-varying F0 group and one (or two syllables) in it is more prominence than others. The syllable(s) with more prominence is (are) referred to as a pitch accent in a PW. Pitch accent in a PH refers to the syllable(s) that is (are) most prominence in the PWs. Pitch accent in a IP refers to the syllable(s) that is most prominence in PHs. In the pitch accent of a PW, the register and/or range of its F0 curve is higher and/or wider than them that follow and/or precede it. When the register and/or range of the F0 curve in some syllable of an IP approximates more to the F0 contour of syllable in citation form, the syllable is perceived as having an emphatic pitch accent. [14,16] It was found by Xu [17, 18] that there are three distinct focus-related pitch ranges: expanded in non-final focused words, suppressed (lowered and compressed) in post-focus words, and neutral in all other words.

Boundary tone in Chinese, as it is pointed out above, is represented by register of the starting-point of or/and ending-point of its F0 curve (or the slope of its curve).

The relation between tone and intonation will be expounded by boundary tone and pitch accent. The process from the F0 contours in each isolated syllables to the F0 curves in a IP is illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4, 5-point values is represented by vertical axe, duration by horizontal axe. 4 charts in Figure 4 are examples about the pitch space of 5-point values.

The upper part of Figure 4 shows the F0 contour of the isolated syllables: “ma3” (a surname), “chang3” (works), “zhang3” (head), “mai3” (buy), “wu3” (five), “ba3” (classifier), “hao3” (good), “yu3” (rain) and “san3” (umbrella). These 9 syllables make 3 lexical words: “chang2zhang3” (head of a work), “wu2ba3” (five units) and “yu3san3” (umbrella). Because tones in “chang2zhang3”, “wu2ba3” and “yu3san3” consist of form “tone-3+tone-3”, the first tone-3 becomes tone-2. F0 curves in these three words are showed in the upper-middle of Figure 4. In the lower middle of figure 4, F0 curves in the IP with statement “ma3chang3zhang3 mai3wu3ba3 hao3yu3san3” is shown. “ma3chang3zhang3”, “mai3wu3san3” and “hao3yu3san3” are three PWs, because the F0 reset and pause with silent occur between them. The F0 reset and pause with silent following “ma3wu3ba3” is bigger than that preceding “hao3yu3san3”, “ma3chang3zhang3” was a PH. And “mai3wu3ba3 hao3yu3san3” is a PH too. “mai3wu3ba3” and “hao3yu3san3” are two PWs. “mai” in “mai3wu3ba3” is changed so into tone-2, “mai” and “wu” uttered tightly, these two lexical words make a complex PW, but “mai3wu3ba3” and “hao3yu3san3” are two compound PWs.

In the complex PW of “mai3wu3ba3”, the register of F0 curve in “wu3” is higher than that of its following syllables “ba3” and its preceding one “mai”, so the syllable “wu3” is perceived as having the most prominent, and the syllable “wu” is a pitch accent in the complex PW. And the F0 range of “mai3wu3ba3” is wider than that of “ma3chang3zhang3” and “hao3yu3san3”, so “wu3” is perceived as having the most prominent, and “wu” is a pitch accent in the IP with statement. “chang3” is a pitch accent in PH “ma3chang3zhang3”, “yu3”
is a pitch accent in compound PW “hao3yu3san3”.

When both moving up the register of the staring-point in F0 curve in the last syllable of “san3” of the IP with statement and rising up the register of the ending point in its F0 curve, a interrogative mood can be realized. The F0 curve of the IP with question is shown in the lower part of Figure 4.

It is advocated that the F0 curve and duration of each syllable in an IP is conditioned by pitch accent and boundary tone, and that the F0 contour in any isolated syllable cannot resist the action of intonation. It is pitch accent and boundary tone that lead to the time-varying F0 curve and duration in the related syllables in an IP. It is single-directionally and hierarchically that intonation acts upon tones that likes in figure 5.

In Figure 5, “+” indicates that intonation acts upon tone. In the pitch space of five-point values, intonation is represented mainly by register and range of F0 curve, but tones are represented by its F0 contour, so the acoustic manifestations of intonation and tone are different.

![Figure 5: schema that intonation acts upon tones.](image)

5. Pitch (F0) pattern of boundary tone

Figure 6 shows the pitch (F0) pattern of boundary tone in Standard Chinese. The F0 pattern is derived based on that boundary tone is represented by register of the staring-point or/and the ending-point of its F0 curve (or the slope of its curve).

In Figure 6, there are four rows of chart. The first row shows the F0 pattern of boundary tone with tone-1, the second row is the F0 pattern of boundary tone with tone-2, the third row is the F0 pattern of boundary tone with tone-3, and the last row is the F0 pattern of boundary tone with tone-4. In each small chart, the solid lines indicate the boundary tone with statement, the lines with triangle is the boundary tone with question. When the boundary tone is with tone-1, tone-2 or tone-4, there are three ways to change statement into question and vice versa. The first way is that F0 curve of the boundary tone moves up or down with certain semi-tone. The second way is that the starting point of its F0 curve keeps stable, but to rises up or down the ending point of its F0 curve. The third way is not only to moves up or down the starting point, but also to raise up or down the ending point of its F0 curve. When the boundary tone is with tone-3, there are only two ways to change statement into question and vice versa. F0 curve of the boundary tone with tone-3 is always falling in the IP with statement, but it is always falling-rising in the IP with question. In the first way of realizing the boundary tone of tone-3 with question, the first falling part keeps stable and the second part of F0 curve raises up or down. But in second way, the register of the first falling part moves up and the ending point in second rising part raises up or down. In any one of the three ways of boundary tone with tone-1, tone-2 or tone-4, the F0 curve that moves up or/and raises up can give having an impression with an interrogative mood, but the F0 curve that moves down or falls down can give having an impression with a declarative mood.

![Figure 6: F0 pattern of boundary tone in Standard Chinese.](image)

In short, the feature of boundary tone with question is "high" relative to that with statement, but the feature boundary tone with statement is "low" relative to that with question, and whether tone-1, tone-2, tone-3 or tone-4, F0 curve of boundary tone with question keeps its citation form.

Feature of boundary tone to differentiate between question and statement in Chinese is “high” and “low”, just as the feature of that in English [19].

6. Conclusion and next works

6.1 Conclusion

Results of acoustical analysis and listening test indicates that Boundary tone conveys the information of mood in a IP. Boundary tone is represented by register of starting-point or/and ending-point of its F0 curve (or the slope of its F0 curve).

Identification test is adopted to verify the acoustic
manifestations of boundary tone, and to find out that the register of the ending-point (or the slope) of the F0 curve in boundary tone plays a more important role than the register of its starting-point in differentiating between question and statement, and the identification function about question and statement is not categorical, but continuous.

Result of this study doesn’t support the view that the difference between question and statement in Chinese is related to pitch range, F0 curves, or 3 tunes of the utterance.

Pitch (F0) pattern in Standard Chinese is given, and whether tone-1, tone-2, tone-3 or tone-4, F0 curve of boundary tone with question keeps its citation form. This result support the idea that in the utterance “wo3xing4lu4, ni3xing4wang2” (my surname is lu4, your surname is wang2) , the register of “lu4” with question is raised, but the F0 curve keeps its tone-4 [1]; when the last syllable of a utterance with question is tone-4, its F0 contour doesn’t be changed[3]; in the utterances of “ta1xie3shi1” (he writes a poem) , “san1xiao3shi2” (three hours), “gang1kai1shi3” (just begin) and “ni3you3shi4” (you have some personal business) with question, the last syllables “shi1” , “shi2” , “shi3” and “shi4” keep the F0 contour in citation form respectively[20]. The ideas proposed by Chao and Lin and Wang with impressionistic approach and by Wu with spectrographic analysis.

It is single-directionally and hierarchically that intonation acts upon tones.

Features of boundary tone to differentiate between question and statement in Chinese is “high” and “low”, just as the features of that in English. In English, the acoustic manifestation of boundary tone with question or statement is rising or falling [19], but in Chinese, the acoustic manifestation of boundary tone with question or statement is the register of the starting-point and/or ending-point of its F0 curve (or its slope).

6.2 Future works
That the identification function about question and statement is continuous will be researched further.
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